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Summary

Upper East Side

A look into the Upper East Side’s market performance

number of market offerings continues to decrease each

from 2014 to 2016 reveals signs of a cooling market.

year. Given weaker buyer demand, potential sellers may

Despite some minor price cuts in 2016, the duration of

have either opted to hold onto their properties for a future

real estate transactions in the Upper East side remains

date or make transactions in other neighborhoods.

at nearly three months on average. At the same time,

Developers who also noted the lack of market demand

overall sales activity between 2014 to 2016 continues to

may have also stalled new projects, thus leading to a

slow as buyers opt for more affordable living options—

decrease in new inventory offerings.

despite consecutive price cuts from sellers—and the
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While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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For cooperative-type units, price trends have been fluctuating.

price adjustments. These costs remain higher than their initial

Sellers raised their home values based on the market

values in 2014, and this implies that sellers remain optimistic

performance in 2014. Market demand however seems to have

that they would be able to appeal to potential buyers without

fallen in 2016, causing home owners and sellers to make slight

creating too much losses.

In the Upper East side, properties suitable for single

of 2017. Units with two or more bedrooms—properties that

individuals and couples continue to enjoy demand in the

are mostly meant for large groups and families—have been

market, thus sellers find incentive to raise their values. Studios

fluctuating across time. Sellers have opted to decrease their

and one bedroom units, small enough despite congestion in

prices in these segments, which ultimately brought the overall

the market, remain popular options for home seekers, thus

prices down in 2016.

it is expected that they will see another increase by the end

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Similar to cooperatives, condominiums have also experienced
price fluctuations, although with minor differences in terms of
median values. 2015 is the most expensive year for buyers
seeking condominium homes in the Upper East side. More
luxury units may have been available during that time period.
Sellers may have also raised their property values based on the

market performance in 2014. By 2016, average condominium
unit prices may have fallen due to fewer premium units in
the inventory. On the other hand, the median sales price
has mostly been maintained as sellers hope to attract future
buyers under a growing economy.

Studios and bedroom units with one or two bedrooms in

with properties containing three or more bedrooms. Three

condominiums have seen growing costs in consecutive years.

bedroom unit prices have fallen by 21% by the end of 2016.

Given that these property types are the most popular options

Units with four or more bedrooms plummeted by 23% in 2015

for buyers opting for condominium homes, sellers continue to

and then by an additional 4% in 2016.

raise their asking prices with the hopes of gaining the most
returns. On the other hand, sellers may have had difficulties

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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There appears to be less premium prices during 2014 with market

between one to two million dollars. These market prices may

offerings seemingly only up to $4,000,000. 97% fall under the

have contributed to the sales performance of 2014 as buyers

$2,000,000 price range with a nearly 44% majority between

were attracted to more affordable price ranges that were available

$500,000 to $1,000,000. The remaining percentage is evenly split

during this time.

between properties below $500,000 and those that are priced

A slightly larger variety in price ranges were available in 2015 with

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000. About 21% of home sales go beyond

more luxury offerings placed in the market in Upper East Side

the $2,000,000 price tag, implying that while the overall sales

Manhattan. Properties under the $500,000 to $1,000,000 range

volume fell this year, there remains a small number of individuals

continued to be the most popular buying option for those who were

who are willing to purchase premium properties.

looking to settle in the Upper East side, followed by homes worth

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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It appears that the number of properties sold in 2016 leans

Notably, properties valued for $4,000,000 or more make up about

more towards an expensive range. Homes under the $500,000

10% of 2016’s sales volumes. These appear in the data despite

to $1,000,000 range take the majority once more, followed by

decreases in the average and median sales prices. While some

the

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000 range and then the $2,000,000

cooperative and condominium units may have extraordinary

to $4,000,000 range. Although home seekers will usually opt

prices, these values dwarf in comparison to the number of less

for more affordable options, low mortgage rates, signs of a

expensive offerings that buyers are willing to sign for.

booming economy and a surge in the housing recovery may
have strengthened the current purchasing power of some buyers,
enabling them to acquire more expensive units.

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Summary

Upper West Side

Similarly to its eastern counterpart, the Upper West side

in the market, thus leading to a decreasing inventory

market reveals signs of cooling as yearly price hikes

volume. Current sellers now face longer durations to

cause drops in sales volume. Despite signs of economic

end property transactions, and while 2016 has slightly

growth and improvements in consumer spending

maintained their numbers, the consistency of these key

power, it appears that buyers have been less willing

trends may persist throughout the next few years.

to invest on homes in this particular neighborhood as
they search for more affordable prices. Subsequently,
there is a hesitation for sellers to place their properties
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Average Sales Price (co-ops)
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While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Minor shifts in the average prices imply adjustments made

in 2016. Project and constructions fees as well as growth in

by premium sellers in order to meet consumer demand,

home values thus reveal the rising cost of living in Upper West

especially after a noticeable drop in sales performance in

side cooperatives which may continue to add up over the next

2015. Median home values, however, continue to escalate by

few years.

the year—starting at 0.6% in 2015 before boosting by 7.1%

In the Upper East side, studios as well as cooperative units

during that year and the increasing length of time to secure

with up to two bedrooms continue to enjoy popular demand

transactions in the market, prices have fallen by nearly 20%.

from buyers—mostly single individuals, couples and small

Depending on demand levels in 2017, prices for these property

families. This has prompted sellers to increase their selling

types may continue to drop by the next year, making this

prices for profitable gain. Sellers of units with three or more

an ideal opportunity for large groups and families to initiate

bedrooms initially increased their prices by a slight 1.8%

transactions in this particular market.

in 2015. However, given the drop in sales performance

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Despite decreasing sales, sellers of condominium units

levels, the median selling price is projected to jump further

continue to drive up their selling prices which reflects an

by the end of 2017. Condominium sales may continue

increasing overall market worth. Typical condominium

pull down overall sales performance as buyers will opt for

properties are now 15% higher than the previous year.

cooperatives or even more affordable options outside the

While price growth appears to be slowing down on average

area.

While cooperative units showed mixed trends

with four or more bedrooms receiving the highest

depending

bedrooms,

growth (36%), followed by two bedroom units (12%)

condominiums in the Upper West Side bear

and studios (10%). This occurs despite dwindling

increasing price values across all property types. This

demand from key demographic buyers ranging from

is consistent with the previous data and statistics that

single individuals to large families. With possible new

present the price increases for condominium units

developments and continuing inflation, this type of

over the past three years. The overall market worth of

trend will continue to move forward over time.

on

the

number

of

these properties continue to boost the selling prices

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Among a diverse range of prices, a majority of the sales

(29%) and then those that are tagged between $2,000,000

conducted in 2014 fall between $500,000 to $4,000,000.

to $4,000,000 (17%). These numbers reveal costs that are

Homes that cost $500,000 to $1,000,000 come out with the

higher in comparison versus the more affordable Upper

most numbers, making up 37% of 2014’s total sales volume.

East side where 97% of the sales are below $2,000,000 for

This is followed by homes worth $1,000,000 to $2,000,000

this year.

Although 84% of sales still remain between $500,000 to

of homes that were bought for $4,000,000 to $7,000,000.

$4,000,000, the slight bump in prices for 2015 has tipped the

The addition of new developments and luxury properties

final sales price towards the more expensive side. Notably,

may have caused this slight increase. Additionally, resales

while numbers shrank across all price categories, there

of properties with increased overall market values may have

happens to be a 73% increased difference in the number

been another cause for this year’s trends.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Significant hikes in 2016 have an effect on final sales
prices, as seen in the graph above. In previous years,
numbers that represent the $500,000 to $1,000,000
price category enjoyed a fairly distant place as the most
preferred option among buyers. For this year, however,
homes with values between $1,000,000 to $2,000,000
come to a close second after a small 4% increase. At

the same time, there has been an increase in homes
valued at $2,000,000 to $4,000,000 by 25%. Based on
the statistics for this year as well as previous ones, home
sales for 2017 may continue to shift towards expensive
prices in the future as current homes continue to grow in
value.

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Summary 					

East Side

Years 2014 to 2016 have seen performance slowing down

with the East Side’s historical sales trend—given a smaller

in the East Side of Manhattan—the market that covers East

inventory, there are less sales as buyers find a limited variety

Harlem, East Village, Lower East Side, Murray Hill, Kips Bay,

in the available selection compared to other neighborhoods.

Turtle Bay and Yorkville. Each year continues to see slight drops

The typical duration for transactions, however, continues to

with 2016 ending with a -5.2% decrease. Prices have reached

speed up as buyers rush to sign contracts for desirable homes

higher peaks while the total inventory volume continues to

that remain in the market. Given the consistent trends that

decrease by the year, possibly due to sellers choosing to

have been displayed over the past three years, 2017 may face

retain their properties rather than sell them in a cooling market.

similar challenges, especially when taking both price increases

The inventory patterns also appear to highlight a correlation

and inventory options into consideration.

Data Highlights
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While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Average Sales Price (co-ops)
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While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Both the yearly average sales prices and the median sales

markup. Rising housing costs may be attributed to this as

prices have contrasting trends. While the average sales price

well as the demand for housing, given that buyers are now

fluctuates, depending on the number of affordable homes

scrambling to obtain the more appealing options from an

versus luxury ones, the median sales price for properties has

inventory that’s already shrinking.

been consistently increasing with 2016 ending with a 4.8%

The above bar graph showcases the median sales by property

have experienced the biggest price changes—plummeting

type for cooperatives from 2014 to 2016. As shown above,

by a significant -43% rate in 2016. Demand may be less for

it appears that all property types—with the exception of

these kinds of properties, therefore sellers may have adjusted

four bedroom cooperatives—have become more expensive.

the prices in order to cater to buyer preferences. Given that

Price growth over the past three years has been steady for

sellers appear more willing to negotiate their prices, this may

units that are meant for both individuals and families. On the

be a good time for large groups or families to invest in four

other hand, it appears that four bedroom cooperative units

bedroom units in this area of Manhattan.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Over the past three years, properties under the condominium

and 2% respectively. This shows that similar to cooperatives,

category became costlier. Both the average sales price and

condominium listings continue to gain higher values in the

the median sales price increased as of the current date by 4%

East Side.

Cooperative type properties saw a massive price cut for four

for the best deals, sellers may have taken this chance to adjust

bedroom units, however, this is not the case for condominiums

their prices while also taking into consideration the growing

where prices have increased across all bedroom categories

market value of these homes.

at steady rates. Given the strong preference of buyers for
condominium properties, demand appears to be strong for
these properties despite slower sales performance and a
gradually diminishing inventory. As buyers continue to search

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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In 2014, homes that are sold in the East Side of Manhattan

number of sales is almost evenly distributed between

lean towards more affordable prices with about 47% falling

the below $500,000 price range and the $1,000,000 to

under the $500,000 to $1,000,000 range. The remaining

$2,000,000 price range.

In 2015, when the inventory has started decreasing, sellers

$1,000,000 making up a 41% majority. Therefore, as prices

have raised the prices of their properties which adds further

continued to increase, buyers were more likely to choose

variety into the price ranges, but may have also caused

inexpensive prices.

the drop in sales for that year. Most listings were sold
below $2,000,000 with homes priced between $500,000 to

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Various price ranges continue to be offered in 2016 with the

compared to 10% in 2015 shows that buyers are willing

same patterns found in the data. Once more, majority of

to shelve out more in order to complete contracts in the

the sales fall under $2,000,000 with a 42% majority coming

neighborhood. This may be a sign for the coming years—

from the $500,000 to $1,000,000 price range. Again, this

that the spending power of buyers is increasing and that

highlights the price preferences of buyers who continue to

higher activity in the market can further encourage them to

search for affordable housing the East Side of Manhattan.

enter into home transactions.

However, the 14% share of premium sales volume

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.
While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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web ID 736028

Summary 					

West Side

Similar to its eastern counterpart, the West Side

to slipping demand from buyers as prices continue

of Manhattan sees slower sales between 2014 to

to rise. Condominiums, however, stand out for its

2016, although inventory trends differ as the West

price drop in 2016 as sellers appear more willing to

Side inventory experiences an increasing volume.

negotiate their asking prices. Overall, these trends

Unlike the East Side where the decrease in sales

appear as signs of a market that is slowly starting

is attributed to a more limited inventory, it appears

to cool due to higher sales costs and slowly dipping

that this slower performance in the West Side is due

demand.
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While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Average Sales Price (co-ops)
Average Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Average Sales Price (condos)
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While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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There is a change in prices from 2014 to 2016 for cooperatives

likely to present the same outlook. As the overall market worth

with median affordability increasing by 3.1% in 2015 and then

of West Side Manhattan homes continues to grow, prices will

by 7.4% in 2016. Both average and median prices continue to

continue to be carried up.

show consistent growth in the past three years with 2017 most

The above bar graph showcases the median sales by property

units with two to three bedrooms have received price cuts

type for cooperatives from 2014 to 2016. Since 2014, prices

following their mark ups in 2015. Cooperative units with four

for studios and 1 bedrooms have become more costly for New

or more bedrooms experience consistent decreases in price

York residents. Studio costs have increased by 10% while

from sellers aiming to appeal to large groups. Like many other

prices for 1 bedroom listings went up by 14%, thus reflecting

parts of Manhattan, it appears that these price trends may be

the continuing demand of smaller units from consumers.

favorable to large groups who are looking to buy West Side

Units with two or more bedrooms seem to experience price

Manhattan homes.

fluctuations as sellers try to meet buyer demand. Specifically,

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Although West Side cooperatives experienced price increases,

demand, sellers may have adjusted their prices in order to

condominiums stand out for their opposite patterns as both

appeal to consumers who were searching for potential homes

the overall average and median sales prices have decreased in

in the West Side. This may be the case throughout 2017,

2016, following large boosts in the year before. Due to slowing

depending on both demand and other economic factors.

With condominium based units, median sales prices appear

of the overall median sales price decrease for condominiums

to increase across all categories with the exception of units

as sellers of this property type lower their prices to attract

with three bedrooms. Specifically, their prices have dipped in

potential buyers.

the last year, going down by 8% after a 1% increase in 2015.
The price cut in this category appears to be the major cause

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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The chart above visualizes the sales volume by price range in

volume for that year. The remaining 14% is distributed in

2014 for both cooperatives and condominiums. Based on the

varied proportions across more costly price ranges, reflecting

2014’s sales volume, it appears that completed sales leaned

the demand for certain buyers in acquiring premium priced

towards more affordable options, from below $500,000 to

properties in the market.

$2,000,000. These make up an 86% share of the total sales

A continued variety of price ranges remains for properties

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000. At the same time, there is a 38%

sold in 2015 with shifting trends in selling price preferences

increase in the number of homes sold under the $2,000,000 to

for West Side Manhattan sales. Majority of sales still fall

$4,000,000 price range. Overall, these trends seem to reflect

beneath the $2,000,000 mark at a share of 80%, however

the growing housing costs for this year which has pushed the

there is an almost exact distribution between homes priced

price ranges towards more expensive values.

between $500,000 to $1,000,000 and those that were sold for

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Once again, price trends from the previous year has shown

lesser number of homes were sold under $500,000 while about

consumer price preferences which lie between the $500,000 to

19% of homes were sold between $2,000,000 to $4,000,000.

$2,000,000 range. Given increasing market worth of homes in

As prices will continue to receive growth over the next few

the West Side, prices continue to lean towards more expensive

years, it is likely that the sales volume will see further price

options, although the markdown for some condominium

shifts, showing the increasing costs for housing in this side of

homes may have contributed to the 53% majority in sales

Manhattan.

volume under the $500,000 to $1,000,000 price range. A

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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web ID 716600

Summary 					

Midtown

Manhattan’s

the inventory volume, average prices continue to

inventory has been growing as sellers wish to

shift towards more costly numbers. 2015 had the

capitalize on the notable amount of demand in

strongest sales growth due to low mortgage rates,

recent years. Property owners of both cooperative

higher consumer spending power and an attractive

and condominium units have placed their listings

number of options in the market. This started to

in the market while developers have provided

cool by the end of 2016, however, contracts are

new premium offerings, leading to a diverse

closing faster compared to three years ago as

selection, both in terms of property type as well

buyers compete for the most attractive properties.

From

2014

to

2016,

Midtown

as price range. As more luxury units are added to

Data Highlights
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While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Average Sales Price (co-ops)
Average Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Average Sales Price (condos)
Average Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Median Sales Price (co-ops)
Median Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Median Sales Price (condos)
Median Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Sales
Days on Market
Inventory

2014

2015

2016

$1,237,000

$1,286,000

$1,119,000

$1,014

$1,118

$1,089

$1,573,000

$2,339,000

$2,357,000

$1,534

$1,683

$1,710

$696,000

$725,000

$753,000

$897

$931

$1,013

$1,232,000

$1,357,000

$1,527,000

$1,420

$1,419

$1,489

2078

2736

2514

122

90

93

4358

4470

4579

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Average prices meet fluctuations, going up by nearly 4% in

ones. On the other hand, median prices have been increasing.

2015 until falling by -13% at the end of 2016. This is attributed

Future developments and higher maintenance costs are some

to the increase in properties valued at $4,000,000 or more—

of the factors that have pulled these prices up, making it more

making 2015 the most expensive year in terms of overall

difficult and costly for sellers to further lower their asking

average prices. Due to lower activity in 2016, sellers may have

prices in order to cater to potential buyers.

opted to switch out premium offerings for more affordable

Studios and one bedroom units saw consistent price mark

levels of the previous year. Competition against sellers of

ups across time, given their popularity among home seekers in

condominium units—who usually own a larger share of the

this market. In contrast, cooperative properties with 2 or more

sales volume—also drives them to lower their asking values.

bedrooms have become more affordable after 2015. Sellers
may have adjusted the prices in order to regain the demand

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Sales prices for condominiums have undergone large

attributed to the large inventory of new condominiums and

price hikes since 2014. While average prices have shifted

developments that have received high market values. Median

directions, condominiums prices have gone up by as much as

prices also experience the same trend as the increasing market

49% in 2015, and then by a small 0.8% in 2016. This is largely

value brought a shift towards more expensive price ranges.

Prices fell after a major boost in 2015 across all property

of three bedroom properties, pushing them to increase their

categories, with the exception of 3 bedroom apartments which

asking prices. This is in contrast to cooperatives where smaller

continue to enjoy value mark ups for three consecutive years.

properties have been seeing more value growth throughout

This implies that having three bedrooms is an optimal feature

the years.

for condominium units which continue to gain popularity from
large groups and families looking to settle in that specific area
of Manhattan. Thus, sellers may have seen the prime value

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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There is an even split between properties ranging from

$500,000 and those that are priced between $2,000,000

$500,000 to $1,000,000 and those that cost between

to $4,000,000. Together, these make up nearly 32% of the

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000. In total, these two price categories

sales volume. Overall, the breakdown in price ranges shows

make up 56% of total sales volume in 2014. There is also

that 2014 is the most affordable year for real estate players

a nearly equal share of sales volume for properties under

compared to the years that follow it.

A huge spike in sales volume appears for properties worth

As mentioned, there is a notable difference this year due to

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000. Homes under this category

the larger selection of premium priced properties which make

alone make up about 40% in total sales for 2015. Generally,

up 22% of the total sales volume. This is significantly larger

consumers would opt for more affordable prices, but the

compared to the 12% share of total sales back in 2014.

housing demand as well as the larger array of available options

Specifically, the number of sold homes between $4,000,000 to

during this year shifted consumer budget preferences. Thus,

$7,000,000 doubled, and this had a huge effect on the overall

the ideal price range for Midtown Manhattan home seekers

price trends for this year. The sudden rise for properties under

would lie between $1,000,000 to $4,000,000.

this price range may be attributed to a demand for larger
condominium units, especially those with three bedrooms.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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While 2016 became a more passive market compared

Sellers may have also wanted to cater to buyers by

the previous year, prices by sales volume remain

offering more affordable options in order to stimulate

diverse. 63% of the total sales volume is split between

further market demand. Thus, there is an 8% decrease

properties worth $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 and

in the number of luxury properties compared to 2015.

those that are worth $2,000,000 to $4,000,000. This

This trend may continue throughout 2017 as sellers

continues to reflect the shift towards more expensive

hope to regain demand in a market that may have

housing compared to 2014 sales prices, although a

already reached its highest peak in activity.

large fraction of home sales still falls under the ideal
price range for Midtown buyers.

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Summary 					

Gramercy

From 2014 to 2016, prices continue to rise in the

quicker pace. A look into the market has also

Gramercy market as the cost of living and overall

revealed that despite shifting levels of inventory

home market values continue to grow. The duration

volume, sales continue to fall at consistently

for homes in the market before contracts close

significant rates each year. Thus, demand in this

seems to decrease at a very slow rate, although

small market seems to be facing a major decline

2015 was interesting since sales declined yet

as homebuyers lean towards other neighborhoods

contracts appeared to close slightly faster. Buyers

with more affordable housing and variety. This

who eyed the more appealing options may have

makes sellers more open to renegotiating prices to

been convinced to enter into transactions at a

boost sales.

Data Highlights
Gramercy
(2014 vs 2015)

(2015 vs 2016)

3.6% 0.9%
23.6%

7.4% 4.8%
21.0%

8.0% 22.2%

3.7% 18.9%

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Days on Market

Inventory

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Days on Market

Inventory
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Average Sales Price (co-ops)
Average Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Average Sales Price (condos)
Average Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Median Sales Price (co-ops)
Median Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Median Sales Price (condos)
Median Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Sales
Days on Market
Inventory

2014

2015

2016

$828,000

$895,000

$907,000

$1,077

$1,140

$1,238

$2,418,000

$2,239,000

$2,205,000

$1,170

$1,831

$1,758

$632,000

$655,000

$704,000

$1,000

$1,076

$1,164

$1,527,000

$1,542,000

$1,617,000

$1,655

$1,720

$1,718

1569

1198

946

87

80

77

1011

786

935

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Both the yearly average sales prices and the median sales

each year. This is especially true for cooperatives that offer

prices appear to be directly correlated, with both trends moving

studios and one bedrooms which appear to remain popular for

upwards. These rising costs may be attributed to growth in

buyers searching for homes in the Gramercy area. Meanwhile,

home market values as well as increasing maintenance and

the average sales price has made small boosts—by 8% in

development costs that push prices up. In terms of median

2015 and then by 1% in 2016—given that most homes were

affordability, prices have increased between 20% to 24%

sold within more affordable price ranges.

Studios and one bedroom units have undergone price mark

2015 by nearly 37%. Newly designed projects in the market

ups, a trend that can be seen in other areas of Manhattan

that contributed four or more bedroom units to the overall

given that those room sizes are popular choices among

inventory may have drove the prices up, although this may

home buyers. Interestingly, while two to three bedrooms have

decrease over time as sellers continue to renegotiate with

undergone price cuts in order to stimulate declining demand,

buyers.

bedrooms with four or more units have increased prices since

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Unlike cooperatives, condominiums have seen decreases in

in the market. Median sales prices, however, continued to

the average sales price which has dropped by 7% in 2015 and

rise at the same time, starting by a nearly 1% increase in

then by nearly 2% in 2016. These minor declines may likely

2015, followed by 4.8% in 2016. This is expected to continue

be tied to the efforts of home sellers to appeal to consumers

increasing, given the growing costs of housing in the market.

through their price negotiations, given the decline of demand

Different trends can be seen across all property types for Gramercy

gain more value. Given that overall sales prices have grown to its

condominiums. While studios and one bedroom units have received

peak in 2016, it appears that studios and units with one and three

price cuts in 2015, their prices went back up by 21% and nearly

bedrooms are the most popular options in the Gramercy market

9% respectively. Four or more bedroom units have decreased by

and have made significant differences on the most current price

almost 17% since its peak in 2015, although the price still remains

trends.

higher compared to 2014. On the other hand, two bedroom units
have seen consistent price mark downs while three bedroom units

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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As a comparably smaller market, Gramercy homes were sold

contributing to sales numbers that are higher versus the following

under more affordable price ranges compared to other parts

years. Despite consumer preference for more affordable costs,

of Manhattan. Most homes were sold between $500,000 to

however, the data has shown that there is some demand for more

$2,000,000 with 37% representing the $500,000 to $1,000,000

premium offerings—representing about 20% of the sales volume

price range while 32% represents the $1,000,000 to $2,000,000

for that year.

range. Overall, 2014 was a year with the lowest sales prices, thus

A more diversified range of prices appeared in 2015 with home

that take up nearly 70% of the total yearly sales volume. Similar

sale prices extending up to nearly $20,000,000. High luxury

to the previous year, consumers’ price preferences leaned towards

units that were offered in the market, however, represent a small

the $500,000 to $2,000,000 range. This occurs as homes became

percentage—almost 18%--compared to more affordable prices

more costly amid a more limited inventory.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Looking back at the last three years, it appears that 2016 real

to $2,000,000 dropped by 60%. With a steep decline in market

estate experienced the slowest sales in the Gramercy market. Even

demand for Gramercy homes, these numbers may continue drop

sales under more affordable price ranges saw majorly significant

further despite additions to inventory.

decreases. For example, compared to the previous year, 2016 sales
for homes amounting between $500,000 to $1,000,000 lowered
by 55%. Sales performance for homes between $1,000,000

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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web ID 572265

web ID 683763

Summary 					

Chelsea

From 2014 to 2016, the Chelsea market displays

selection of homes available. Overall, the Chelsea

trends that are similar to other parts of Manhattan—

market continues to grow more costly, however,

slowly escalating prices, growing inventories

there is still some market demand from a specific

and slower contract closures. Interestingly, while

niche—ideally, those who are looking into living

the market value of Chelsea homes continues

in a condominium unit that features one or two

to rise—particularly for condominium units—

bedrooms. Given this kind of demand, sellers may

sales have improved by a small margin over the

continue to increase the prices of these properties

previous year. Causes behind this trend include

to gain higher returns.

growth in consumer spending to a more diverse

Data Highlights
Chelsea
(2014 vs 2015)

(2015 vs 2016)

9.0% 6.4%
30.9%

4.1% 11.5%
4.8%

7.3% 6.3%

9.0%

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Days on Market

Inventory

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Days on Market

4.6%
Inventory
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2014

2015

2016

$1,006,000

$1,180,000

$1,125,000

$1,150

$1,308

$1,404

$2,885,000

$2,863,000

$3,777,000

$1,820

$1,964

$2,108

$752,000

$820,000

$854,000

$1,100

$1,248

$1,319

$1,965,000

$2,090,000

$2,330,000

$1,686

$1,848

$1,921

Sales

698

482

505

Days on Market

124

133

145

1850

1966

2056

Average Sales Price (co-ops)
Average Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Average Sales Price (condos)
Average Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Median Sales Price (co-ops)
Median Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Median Sales Price (condos)
Median Price Per SQ FT (condo)

Inventory
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Housing affordability in the Chelsea neighborhood saw an

of cooperative type properties may have decreased their

additional 4% increase in median terms after a 9% rise during

asking values or offered more affordable properties instead of

the previous year. As the overall market value of homes in

highly priced ones to remain competitive with those who offer

Chelsea continues to increase, sellers proceed to raise their

condominium units.

selling prices. In contrast, however, average sales prices sank
by nearly 5%, following a 17% price hike back in 2015. Sellers

Among the different property types for Chelsea cooperatives,

strong options among buyers looking into Chelsea cooperatives.

studios and one bedroom units stand out for its continuous mark

Sellers may continue to increase their prices over the next few

ups while other properties earned reduced costs for sellers to

years, although they may moderate their adjustments to keep

meet buyer demand in a market that sees a slower transaction

competitive against condominium property sellers.

duration. Compared to their initial prices back 2014, studios and
one bedroom costs went up by 22% and 6% respectively. These
properties—typically popular among Manhattan residents—remain

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Median sales prices for Chelsea condominium units made

2016 by a rate of 32%. This was to be expected, given the

another steady increase this year, hitting a 9% markup,

larger inventory volume with prices that lean more towards

following the previous year’s 7.3% growth rate. This occurs

expensive costs. Condominiums with one or two bedrooms,

as the cost of living for certain condominium types receives

in particular, gain continuous growth in value.

significant boosts in value over the past consecutive years.
Average sales prices, however, received a major increase in

While cooperative type studios and one bedroom units grow more

hand, given the long duration of transactions in this market, sellers

expensive, condominium properties with one or two bedrooms

may have cut the prices for studios and units with three or more

continue to enjoy increasing market value. There may be an

bedrooms in order to hasten deals, to the benefit of buyers looking

increase in these properties as sellers continue to appeal to the

into these options.

demand of buyers who are looking into these options. On the other

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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In comparison to later years, the sales volume in 2014 highly leans

of the total number of homes below $4,000,000. Like many other

towards more affordable options with about 91% of sales under

parts of Manhattan, price preferences for buyers lie between

$4,000,000 range. Out of this percentage, a 40% majority lies

the $500,000 to $2,000,000 range, especially as housing costs

under the $500,000 to $1,000,000. Homes with a price between

continue to increase by the year.

$1,000,000 to $2,000,000 come in a close second, taking 31%

The total sales volume decreased during this year, possibly due to

range, it appears that some buyers are still willing to pay higher

the large shift towards more expensive offerings. 87% of completed

prices to fulfill transactions. This may also depend on the type

transactions ended at $4,000,000 with the sales numbers evenly

of property being offered as some homes are more in demand

distributed among homes priced between $500,000 to $4,000,000.

compared to others.

While the price preference for buyers still remain along the same

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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A breakdown of the sales volume reveals another slight lean

31% of the market share. This is followed by sales under the

towards more expensive prices. For 2016, about 86% of sales were

$500,000 to $1,000,000 price range with a share of 23%. This new

completed at a price of $4,000,000 and below. Notably, the sales

trend further reflects the large movement of prices as homes in

numbers for homes worth $1,000,00 to $2,000,000 has overtaken

the Chelsea market continue gain more value—a pattern that may

the $500,000 to $1,000,000 price range for the first time—obtaining

continue to unfold in the long term.

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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web ID 671507

web ID 592987

Summary 			

Greenwich Village

Greenwich Village emerges as a market with

Based on the high level of activity in the Greenwich

stronger sales despite escalating prices. A look

market, real estate players are highly encouraged

into its performance from 2014 to 2016 has shown

to acquire properties or even place their own units

its growth as the number of its closed contracts

in the market which appears to be booming as

increases. Since 2015, its inventory volume has

buyers continue to search for new deals there.

been decreasing as it continues to keep up with
the surge in buyer demand. At the same time, the
typical median days on the market for Greenwich
properties has more or less been maintained.

Data Highlights
Greenwich Village
(2014 vs 2015)

(2015 vs 2016)

8.7% 13.7%
0.3%

6.7% 2.7%
9.2%

7.5% 14.5%

6.1%

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Days on Market

Inventory

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Days on Market

8.5%
Inventory
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2014

2015

2016

$1,549,000

$1,446,000

$1,438,000

$1,385

$1,589

$1,522

$2,521,000

$3,204,000

$3,617,000

$1,850

$2,056

$1,867

$1,173,000

$1,071,000

$1,143,000

$1,196

$1,520

$1,477

$1,996,000

$2,269,000

$2,331,000

$1,687

$1,674

$1,628

Sales

719

721

787

Days on Market

107

99

105

1597

1828

1672

Average Sales Price (co-ops)
Average Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Average Sales Price (condos)
Average Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Median Sales Price (co-ops)
Median Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Median Sales Price (condos)
Median Price Per SQ FT (condo)

Inventory
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From 2014 to 2016, median affordability for cooperatives

demand of housing in the Greenwich market. As demand and

was decreasing by 9% in 2016 and then increasing by 7% in

the overall market worth of Greenwich Village homes continue

2016. The new increase in prices may be caused by the large

to grow, prices may be carried up even further.

Units ranging from studios up to two bedrooms are popular in

to attract larger groups of buyers. With the vast improvement of

demand, thus sellers may have opted to increase their prices. On

sales in 2016, prices eventually went back up as buyer demand

the other hand, three bedrooms and four bedrooms went down by

grew across all cooperative property types.

9% and 15% respectively in 2015 when demand for them was not
as high, and sellers were willing to renegotiate their prices in order

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Data that represents the past three years has revealed

more expensive developments each year, the average sales

consistent increases in both the average and median sales

prices for Greenwich homes continues to grow in large leaps.

prices for condominiums. In terms of median affordability,

Given the popularity of Greenwich homes, demand as well as

the biggest boost was seen in 2015 when prices went up

increasing market worth may continue to drive these prices up

by 14%. On the other hand, with the addition of new and

over the next few years.

Like other areas of Manhattan, condominium properties in

Based on the data, it appears that one bedrooms and three or

Greenwich village enjoy the highest demand, thus allowing large

more bedrooms are those property types that contributed to the

boosts in prices, especially towards the end of 2016. Prices for

continuous increases in overall median sales prices per year. At the

studios and two bedroom units wavered in 2015 until it bounced

same time, these properties appear to be in demand from buyers,

back by 2016. Consistent increases are seen in condominium

which is a good sign for homeowners and sellers who can be

units with one bedroom and those with three or more bedrooms.

incentivized to add to the current inventory volume.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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For year 2014, about 97% of sales in Greenwich Village fall

homes, however there appears to be some demand for more

below the $4,000,000 price mark. The majority of sales, however,

expensive properties, ranging from $2,000,000 to $4,000,000.

specifically closes between $500,000 to $2,000,000. Similar to

Prices in Greenwich Village, however, are typically expensive, thus

other parts in Manhattan, home buyers choose more affordable

explaining this specific trend.

For 2015, however, the increase in condominium prices caused

year has nearly the same amount of sales, this shows how the price

the upward shift in final sales prices. The large boost in inventory

trends now lean towards more expensive offerings and that there is

volume has also contributed to a higher number of properties that

a moderate demand from buyers who are willing to purchase luxury

were sold at more premium prices. Based on the data, 86% of the

properties and new developments in the market.

yearly sales volume falls under $4,000,000. Given that the previous

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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The 9% boost in sales volume for 2016 pulled the numbers

High sales performance for Greenwich properties continues to

further up with prices once again leaning towards more expensive

strengthen the overall market worth of these prices, and similar to

costs. The majority of sales now lies between the $500,000 to

the previous year, there still remains a large demand for housing in

$7,000,000 price range—representing 83% of the overall sales

this specific market even as prices continue to escalate. It remains

volume. Furthermore, the price bracket with the highest volume

to be seen whether this will continue throughout the next few years,

is the $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 price range. This marks the first

although based on the continuing buyer demand, market players

time in years that this range overtook the more affordable prices.

can expect to see more opportunities ahead.

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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web ID 72836

web ID 537007

Summary 					

Soho

At a glance, the Soho real estate market from

the inventory volume during those years. Given

2014 to 2016 received a major boost in demand

these promising signs of activity, sellers may be

for homes—particularly condominium types—

highly encouraged to place their properties on the

following a period of slow growth. Prices for

market in response to buyer demand. In doing so,

both Soho cooperatives and condominiums rose

these properties may see further price hikes in the

up due to newly regained demand as well as

future, provided that consumer demand continues

new developments which increased the diverse

to grow as well.

inventory volume in the last year. A correlation
thus exists between the sales performance and

Data Highlights
Soho
(2014 vs 2015)

(2015 vs 2016)

7.4% 1.2%
1.7%

13.3% 18.8%
23.6%

4.2% 12.9%

4.8% 19.2%

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Days on Market

Inventory

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Days on Market

Inventory
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2014

2015

2016

$4,150,000

$3,333,000

$2,588,000

$1,632

$1,644

$1,611

$4,220,000

$3,793,000

$5,044,000

$2,016

$2,198

$2,302

$2,135,000

$1,975,000

$2,239,000

$1,375

$1,531

$1,586

$3,284,000

$3,324,000

$3,950,000

$1,804

$1,878

$2060

Sales

504

495

612

Days on Market

119

124

130

Inventory

924

804

959

Average Sales Price (co-ops)
Average Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Average Sales Price (condos)
Average Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Median Sales Price (co-ops)
Median Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Median Sales Price (condos)
Median Price Per SQ FT (condo)

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Prices changed from 2014 to 2016 for cooperatives with

causing cooperative sellers to readjust their prices in order

median affordability increasing by 13%, following the 7%

to secure deals. Should Soho housing demand continue to

price drop in 2015. On the other hand, the average sales

sustain through 2017, median affordability may continue to

price continues to fall in large leaps every year. This occurs

increase although in smaller increments compared to larger

as cooperatives continue to lag behind condominium sales,

condominium properties and developments.

Studio prices doubled in 2016, following a 20% decrease in the

cooperative units have been decreasing. This is especially true for

previous year, thus showing their popularity among Soho home

four bedroom cooperative apartments which have been cutting

buyers. The same demand is enjoyed by those selling one bedroom

prices in large amounts each year, especially as larger groups of

apartments which has seen consistent price mark ups since

consumers opt for condominium apartments instead.

2014. On the other hand, the prices of larger and more expensive

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Both the average and median sales prices show similar trends

19%. Buyer demand which was stimulated by an increase in

in the last three years, boosted by a significant amount in 2016,

condominium options in the market inventory led to this new

following slow growth in the previous year. In terms of median

development which is expected to continue through 2017.

affordability, the sales price has now increased by nearly

Prices for condominiums have progressed in a relatively uniform

can be concluded that condominiums in general enjoyed a very

direction. With the additional boost in inventory in 2016, studios,

high demand compared to cooperatives, especially in 2016. The

one bedrooms and four bedroom apartments grew stronger

high demand from buyers may encourage more sellers to place

in prices. In addition, two to three bedroom units have seen

their homes in the market, which in effect will increase both the

consistent price growth since 2014. Based on these patterns, it

inventory volume as well as overall sales prices in the near future.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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While most home sales closed between $500,000 to $4,000,000,

most other Manhattan neighborhoods have most of their sales

the data shows that the majority of home sales—about 32%—fall

close between $500,000 to $2,000,000. In general, it appears that

under the $2,000,000 to $4,000,000 price range. This is in line

homes located in Soho are much more expensive compared to the

with the median prices of Soho homes which usually cost around

homes in other Manhattan neighborhoods.

$2,000,000 to $3,000,000. This is also something of interest as

For 2015, the price preference of buyers continues to lie between

more than $4,000,000—twice the share amount compared to the

the $500,000 to $4,000,000 range with 34% of the sales volume

previous year. The small boost in luxury sales led to the increase

closed between $2,000,000 to $4,000,000. While the sales volume

in condominium prices in 2015, and it also reveals a continuing

mostly maintained similar numbers to 2014’s performance, it

demand for expensive housing in the Soho market from buyers

appears that there is an 18% increased share in homes worth

who are willing to purchase them.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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With a simultaneous increase in both sales performance and

has also seen further growth in sales volume for more expensive

the number of housing options in the inventory, there has been

houses, reflecting the increased costs of both cooperatives and

a significant spike in the sales volume for homes sold between

condominiums in the Soho neighborhood. These price patterns

$2,000,000 to $4,000,000. Like the previous years, home buyers

predict a continuing trend of price increases, resulting to more

in the Soho market lean towards this preferred price range which

premium priced sales in the years to come.

has taken up 45% of the sales volume share in 2016. This year

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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web ID 694510

web ID 725101

Summary 			

Tribeca

Between 2014 to 2016, the Tribeca Market

introduced more appealing offerings in the market,

continues to see soaring prices as the home values

leading to a massive spike in demand towards the

of properties escalate further. Simultaneously,

end of 2016. This leads to an improvement in the

the

experiences

sales performance as of the current year which

consistent increases by the year as more sellers

may carry on through 2017, provided that demand

and developers continue to contribute to the list of

continues to be sustained by developers and

market options. 2015 may have been a slow year

sellers, amid expensive housing costs.

available

housing

inventory

for the Tribeca market, however, the larger number
of developments and home re-sales may have

Data Highlights
Greenwich Village
(2014 vs 2015)

(2015 vs 2016)

9.8% 11.6% 17.2% 16.3%
14.7%
50.5%
Cooperatives

Condominiums

Cooperatives

Condominiums

Sales Activity

Sales Activity

52.2% 15.0%
Days on Market

Inventory

0.0% 27.9%
Days on Market

Inventory
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Average Sales Price (co-ops)
Average Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Average Sales Price (condos)
Average Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Median Sales Price (co-ops)
Median Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Median Sales Price (condos)
Median Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Sales
Days on Market
Inventory

2014

2015

2016

$2,276,000

$2,688,000

$2,876,000

$1,491

$1,546

$1,660

$3,623,000

$4,081,000

$4,257,000

$1,830

$1,946

$2,156

$2,269,000

$2,492,000

$2,921,000

$1,376

$1,506

$1,639

$3,002,000

$3,350,000

$3,895,000

$1,740

$1,878

$2,070

457

390

587

88

134

134

1410

1621

2074
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Prices altered from 2014 to 2016 for cooperatives with
affordability increasing in both average and median terms
with each passing year, although at different points in time.

The average cost of a cooperative unit received its sharpest
increase by 18% as newer yet more costly developments

were listed in the market. The median cost of a cooperative

property jumped up by 17% in 2016 as most properties
shared similar costs. This occurs as the overall market worth

of Tribeca properties increases and more developments and
maintenance projects pull up living costs.

As condominiums continued to gain the larger share in sales

hand, there have been price cuts for one bedroom and three

volume, sellers for cooperative units have adjusted their prices

bedroom units since the end of 2015. Meanwhile, the prices for

to stimulate demand. Following a slow 2015, studios and two

units with four or more bedrooms continue to fall with each passing

bedrooms have received significant price mark ups—with double

year. As a result, these newly adjusted prices may cause an influx

the cost for studios and a 24% increase for two bedrooms. With

in buyers who are searching for more affordable housing in the

new demand, sellers may be encouraged to enter into contracts

Tribeca neighborhood.

with buyers searching for these specific properties. On the other

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Similar to cooperatives, condominium units in the Tribeca
market have also seen consistent price growth in both
average and median costs over the past three years. The
highest growth for median affordability was also seen in

2016 with prices increasing by 16%, especially with the large

boost in buyer demand that was experienced in the market
during that year. Provided that buyer demand continues to
be sustained by upcoming development projects and newly

updated inventory volumes, prices can be expected to grow
even further through 2017.

Just like cooperatives, Tribeca condominiums saw mixed trends

a strong demand for those room types. Units with two bedrooms

across all property types, although the price directions grew more

and those with four or more bedrooms also grew more expensive

uniform from 2015 onwards. After receiving nearly double the price

in the last year, as renewed demand in the Tribeca market resulted

mark up in 2015, condominium studios grew more affordable by

in buyers searching for condominium homes in the area. This is

33% as buyers looked towards other property types that were

especially advantageous to sellers of condominium properties in

offered in the market. Units with one or three bedrooms have

Tribeca who may further contribute to the current inventory through

seen consecutive growth over the past three years, thus showing

the next year in order to cater to buyer demands.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Tribeca’s sales volume is similar to the Soho market as most sales

the data reveals that Tribeca homes exhibit higher home values

close between $500,000 to $4,000,000. A 43% majority of home

compared to other parts of Manhattan where most of their sales

sales in Tribeca closed between $2,000,000 to $4,000,000—

close between $500,000 to $2,000,000.

another trend that it shares with the Soho sales volume. Thus,

Higher sales prices in 2015 resulted to closed sales that leaned

housing inventory for this year contributed a larger number of more

towards more costly values, as the data shows. Once again, the

premium priced units, thus shifting the initial price preference from

majority of sold homes fall under the $2,000,000 to $4,000,000

$500,000 to $1,000,000. 2015 therefore saw about 89% of its total

price range with a volume share of 38%. The increase in the

sales volume sold between $1,000,000 to $7,000,000.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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The cost of housing in the Tribeca market reached a new record

the increasing number of luxury priced homes, there appears to be a

which ultimately reflected in the yearly sales volume. Similar to

demand from buyers who are willing and are able to purchase these

the previous year, the closing sales prices of sold homes mostly

kinds of homes. This is good news for developers of upcoming new

ranged from $1,000,000 to $7,000,000, making up 79% of the total

projects. Moving forward, the Tribeca market may continue to see

sales volume. The remaining 21% goes to homes ranging from

a sales volume leaning towards more expensive costs, assuming

$7,000,000 to $20,000,000. Interestingly enough, 2016 enjoyed a

that demand continues to be present and the number of offerings

large boost in sales, thus revealing that amid expensive costs and

continues to appeal to the luxury consumer base.

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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web ID 733177

web ID 726098

Summary 					

Downtown

A glance at Downtown Manhattan’s market in the

transactions has been fluctuating, although it

last three years reveals increasing costs and shifts

has typically remained the same. Overall, current

in sales activity. Following its sales drop in 2015,

data reveals an active market driven by levels of

Downtown Manhattan appears to be recovering

demand from buyers despite the increasing cost of

by nearly 9% by the end of 2016, revealing newly

living in the area.

regained levels of market demand. This occurs as
the inventory volume grows each year to include
a higher variety of housing options for buyers to
choose from. The time duration for real estate

Data Highlights
Downtown
(2014 vs 2015)

(2015 vs 2016)

8.4% 11.2%
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4.9% 11.3%
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Cooperatives
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Average Sales Price (co-ops)
Average Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Average Sales Price (condos)
Average Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Median Sales Price (co-ops)
Median Price Per SQ FT (co-ops)
Median Sales Price (condos)
Median Price Per SQ FT (condo)
Sales
Days on Market
Inventory

2014

2015

2016

$1,137,000

$1,178,000

$1,207,000

$1,135

$1,220

$1,300

$2,422,000

$2,584,000

$2,825,000

$1,671

$1,884

$2,019

$724,000

$785,000

$824,000

$1,048

$1,160

$1,204

$1,706,000

$1,898,000

$2,114,000

$1,617

$1,720

$1,759

4401

3973

4320

88

82

87

5063

5533

6850
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Downtown Manhattan Cooperatives have seen consecutive

likely resulting to the same general pattern. This reflects the

and then by 4.9% in 2016. Both average and median prices

to other areas of Manhattan where prices continue to carry up.

increases in sales price growth, increasing by 8.4% in 2015
continue to increase over the past three years with 2017 most

ever-growing market worth of Downtown Manhattan, similar

For Downtown Manhattan, it appears that studios, one bedrooms

bedrooms were dealt the heaviest mark downs with a price

and two bedrooms enjoy increasing price values as sellers raise

decrease of nearly 52%. This is a trend that may continue through

their prices in response to popular demand in the market. This is

2017, thus making it a good time for large families or groups to

mostly typical for the consumer base in Manhattan which mostly

invest in housing for those particular properties.

look for spaces that can fit between one individual to a small group
of people. On the other hand, units with three or more bedrooms
have faced price cuts after 2015. Apartments with four or more

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Similar

to

cooperatives,

condominiums

in

Downtown

growth by around 11% each year—a trend that may continue

three years, given the increasing market worth of homes in

of housing options in the expanding inventory as well as the

Manhattan have also seen upward price growth over the past

the area. Interestingly, the median price has seen consistent

through 2017. This is especially true, given the higher variety
presence of buyer demand in the market.

Interestingly, all condominium property types seem to face

the lesser amount of demand from the previous year. The decrease,

increasing price values with the exception of one bedroom units—

however, is not too drastic with the price cut only reaching around

normally a popular choice for buyers. This may be attributed to

1.5%.

sellers making slight renegotiations with their asking prices, given

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Selling prices in 2014 come at varied ranges, extending up to more

option for Downtown Manhattan buyers. There is still a small

than $20,000,000. The sales volume, however, leaned towards

distribution of sales for more expensive houses, especially those

homes priced from under $500,000 to $4,000,000. Out of the

priced between $4,000,000 to $7,000,000 and from $10,000,000 to

total sales volume, this makes up nearly 91%. The majority of

$20,000,000, thus revealing some demand for premium properties

sales, however, falls under homes priced between $500,000 to

from a certain niche.

$1,000,000, revealing this to be the most preferred price range

Compared to the previous year, the 2015 sales volume for

ranges. These homes make up 61% of the overall sales volume,

Downtown Manhattan achieves lesser numbers and selling prices

with homes ranging from $2,000,000 to $7,000,000 following

that only reached the $20,000,000 mark. Given that prices for

behind. Thus, these trends reflect the growing cost of housing in

both cooperatives and condominiums saw increases in 2015,

Downtown Manhattan which has pushed the final selling prices of

the majority of sold homes were evenly distributed between the

these homes towards more expensive ranges.

$500,000 to $1,000,000 and $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 price

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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Similar to the previous year, sales in 2016 mostly range from

drive selling prices towards more expensive price ranges. These

$500,000 to $4,000,000, making up 93% of the total sales volume.

are patterns that will most likely continue to carry over the next few

Given the surge in inventory volume for this year, it appears that

years, given the consistent growth in prices for Manhattan housing.

more affordable options were made available, leading to a spike in
sold homes ranging from $500,000 to $1,000,000. The increasing
market worth of Downtown Manhattan homes also continues to

Methodology
The data detailed in this report has been gathered from current available information found in REBNY, official public
records and Online Residential.

While this study is mostly based on reported closed public transfer, in some cases it references third party reports by various reliable sources. There may be possible errors and omissions.
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